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It gives me great pleasure to write my first introduction to our DDPS newsletter. I would like 

to thank you for electing me President and I look forward greatly to my time in office. I 

would also like to take this opportunity to thank Alan for carefully holding the tweezers for 

the past two years and also the other officers in all their support to keep the society moving 

in the right direction. We are attracting new members – and that is a very good thing these 

days. Please, everyone keep up the work of promoting the society whenever you have the 

opportunity.  

I was delighted, as I know you were by the comments made on the night, with the ‘first time 

displays’ evening meeting & how that turned out as, I will admit, I was a little nervous going 

into the session having been asked to organise it. Although not all our members are keen on 

‘competition’, the information shared that evening was found enlightening. I again thank 

Alan for leading with what he has been learning from his development to become an 

accredited judge and then to the three first timers David, Norman and Harry. All were 

surprised at the work the three had put into their displays and therefore the standard 

reached for the ‘first time’. The displayers were also most gracious in accepting the 

comments of the members present as we spent time both enjoying and reviewing the 

displays. Harry took his display to the next step and entered Congress in April and achieved 

Silver for his display ‘Postage stamps of Hyderabad 1869 – 1949’ – without changing too 

much. I believe this approach does help focus the mind in what one has and therefore how 

one can progress the knowledge of one’s collection as well as then having more to share 

with others. I also believe it strengthens our society and Charles is also happy as he now has 

more displayers in the pool for regional society visits!  

I started my Presidency at the end of the AGM and fortunately I was not travelling so could 

make both that and the annual dinner we held the following week at the Invercarse Hotel. 

David played the key part in organising our dinner – thank you. Moving the dinner from 

winter to the ‘more summer months’ seemed to help, as we had an excellent turnout of 29. 

The photo in the Courier, thanks to Colin, showed this.   

Which brings me back to the matter of promoting the society. This is in every way important 

to continue our recent, all be it small, growth and our improved attendance at meetings. As 

we heard at the AGM the last season has seen very good turnout to the evening meetings 

(milder weather always helps!) and we know the morning meetings, although more 

informal, are strengthening. So promoting DDPS, be that through helping at Congress / 

Scotex (setting-up, assisting at our stand and even entering), our publicity, website and  
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through our general conversations with others is important to attract new members. The future & health of the 

society is in all our hands [and we should be appreciative of the efforts that are made] and I am pleased to lead 

this as President of Dundee & District Philatelic Society over the next three years. 

I wait with anticipation for another varied and interesting philatelic season ahead of us and I look forward to 

seeing as many of you as possible at my President’s Evening*.  

 

Francis Podger FRPSL 

* Note from editor – As we know Francis’ employer will send him abroad at short notice. if Francis’ travelling does 

not allow him to be with us on the scheduled evening, Doug has kindly agreed to substitute on that evening with 

Francis giving the Presidential display at the second meeting.  

News of Members 

During the 2013-14 Session, the Society welcomed two new members, Peter Taylor & Cameron Raynor, and the 

saw the return of a former member, Alec Steele. Regrettably, I have to report the deaths of two members, Robin 

Turner and David Torrie, and that of a former member Philip Doughty.  

Our membership stands at 40 members and 3 honorary members. 

Dundee and District Philatelic Society “Constitution & Rules” 

From time to time it is necessary to review our Constitution & Rules to determine whether the clauses it contains 

are suitable for the present time. The last time the constitution was revised was in 1999. Here is a good example 

why we needed to do this. We have created a website (an important asset) and the webmaster should be an 

officer of the Society.  Last year The Council agreed that a review should take place, asking Colin Campbell and 

David Easson to undertake the work. The revision they produced (with small editorial changes suggested from a 

pre-circulation) was considered at the AGM and approved. A copy accompanies this newsletter.    

Review of the 2013-14 programme 

The 2013-14 programme opened on the 26th September with Alan Roy presenting his second President’s Display, 

Northern Rhodesia & Zambia.  Alan treated us to a comprehensive presentation of their stamps, errors on these 

stamps and non-philatelic covers.  As a lifelong specialist collector with a keen eye and good resources, he has 

been able to create a collection with many interesting and unique postal items. (As a child, Alan had an uncle living 

in the country and then, as an adult, he spent many years there as a missionary. Alan recommended that anyone 

intending to specialise should join, as he did, the appropriate study circle, which for him is The Rhodesian Study 

Circle.) Following this display, we celebrated the start of a new season with suitable refreshments.   

At the meetings that followed, displays on a range of fascinating subjects were given by five individual visitors and 

by three visiting societies (Aberdeen, Arbroath, Stirling & District). There were four “themed” meetings for 

members to show part of their own collections.  (These members’ participation evenings go from strength to 

strength.) Attendances were identical to those of last year! (Last year’s data are in brackets.) The average 

attendance was 19.0 (18.5) with the highest attendance being 24 on the 24th October to see Stuart Gardiner’s 

Early Europe (23 on the 23rd October 2012 for Christopher Podger’s Cyprus).   The lowest attendance was 15 on 

the 23rd January for K-Night (14 on the 14th December for the One Sheet Competition & Recent Acquisitions). 
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Ian Anderson of The Scottish Philatelic Society visited us on the 10th October with his collection of The Gold Coast 

and Ghana. He showed the early stamps and explained how a variety of circumstances required actions that 

produced varieties and changes.  It was very interesting to see how different aesthetic taste produced a significant 

change in the design of postage stamps when the country was granted independence. Ian had the good fortune to 

buy the Ghana archive of stamp designer Michael Goaman. This fascinating material shed a light on the creation 

process of stamps in the 1960s. 

As mentioned, Stuart Gardiner of the Caledonian Philatelic Society presented Early Europe to a packed meeting.   I 

cannot recall seeing very early Turkey before then, which he displayed alongside Turkey’s neighbour (and 

sometimes enemy) Greece. Stuart possesses a collection of early philately from many European countries due to 

his collecting style. He moves to another country or state when he has satisfied his interest in a current favourite. 

This produced a dilemma for him – what to bring! I left the decision to him to give him the freedom to select the 

more interesting countries.  We were not disappointed. Stuart brought the Italian states of Sardinia, Tuscany and 

Lombardy Venetia and in addition the German state of Thurn & Taxis and France! It was a tour de force.  Complex 

and varied postal policies were explained clearly, illustrated with rare material in high quality condition. 

Our next individual visitor was Ian Gray from Falkirk Philatelic Society (28th November). He had given us an 

intriguing title “Hiroshige – Japanese Woodblock Prints” and everyone was curious to see what this would be.  

Hiroshige was a much admired artist who lived in the first half of the 19th century when classical Japanese art 

reached its zenith.  We recognised his images of scenery, flowers and birds reproduced on postage stamps, cards 

and ephemera. These paintings were stunning and very evocative. Such is the attractiveness of Hiroshige’s art, 

that many other countries have produced stamps featuring Hiroshige’s paintings. 

We try to avoid bringing individual visitors to meetings during the peak of winter, so it was not until the 13th 

March that our next visitor, Paul Stephens of the Perth & District Philatelic Society, came to display “his” Levant. 

Knowing that our President Alan Roy had displayed “his” Levant, Paul selected items not to be repetitive and as a 

consequence he was able to treat us to a contrasting display.  Post offices, based in embassies, overprinted their 

national stamps from 1869 until 1920. Paul displayed overprinted stamps from many countries, some of which are 

exceedingly rare. The covers were of great interest and included an Austrian bisect and the short-lived Romanian 

ship-based Levant service. During the Russian Civil War the Red Army pressed the White Army into the Caucasus 

region which led to their soldiers sending mail through Turkey. Paul possesses some of these fascinating covers.   

The much anticipated visit by Jean Osborne on the 24th April did not disappoint and seeing her Gold Medal 

winning collection of Papua, New Guinea and PNG was a fitting end to a most enjoyable year. The uniquely varied 

postal administration of the island was shown. At times it had been controlled in part by Imperial Germany and in 

part by Imperial Britain, it had been a British occupied territory, an Australian mandated territory and after self-

rule is now an independent country. There was considerable interest in the overprinted issues and the fine Lakatoi 

(native catamaran design) stamps.  The high quality of interesting designs continued after independence.  

Unfortunately, more recently the quality of printing has declined, and in common with many postal authorities,  

issues appear to be driven by revenue generation with subject matter that is not related to PNG subjects (e.g. Elvis 

Presley).  At this point Jean drew the line.    

This year we were visited by Stirling & District (on the 14th November), by Arbroath (on the 27th February) and by 

Aberdeen (on the 27th March) Philatelic Societies. These visits are always well received, having something for 

everyone at each event and often assemblies of material insufficient in size to form a full display. Eight individuals 

brought displays that included all forms of collecting - general traditional philately [Mail from Germany, 

Compound postal stationery of the USA, Aden], thematic philately [The Circus, Lighthouses, D-Day, Music, the 
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composer Bedrich Smetana] and postal history [June 1940 (How the invasion and extension of the war affected 

postal services), Mail of Polish Servicemen in World War 2].  

In return, our Society visited two other societies (Glasgow, and Perth & District). In total, six members represented 

Dundee at these visits, showing material that was very well received. They were Harry Jackson (Hyderabad), 

Charles Lloyd (Mozambique), Doug Howkins (Spain), Robert Duguid (Madeira), Colin Campbell (Aruba), David 

Millar (The Penny Postage Stamp). It is interesting to note that Glasgow Philatelic Society meets only in the early 

afternoon since this time suits the memberships’ circumstances.     

To complete our programme we held four members’ evenings.  These are well supported and our problem is one 

that I’m pleased to have – an over-subscription of participants!  The first of these nights was on the 12th December 

when the one sheet competition (for which there were 16 entries) was held in the first half and recent acquisitions 

(for which there were 20 displayed) in the second half.  As is our tradition, the evening ended with festive fare and 

drinks. The four week break for the holiday season allowed members to complete their annual competition entries 

and we met again on the 9th January to see and judge 7 entries that included all four categories – postal history 

(2), thematic (2), national & general (2)and social philately (1).  There could be no argument with the judging since 

everyone present was a judge!  K-night followed on the 23rd January for which 15 hardy (and inventive) souls 

braved the winter weather. They contributed 13 displays which for once did not strain the interpretation of the 

letter. The final member’s night was a new idea First Time Displays for which Francis Prodger and Alan Roy had 

helped members break the ice with advice on displaying.  It was a great success and an enjoyable night for all.  The 

main credit for this goes to the three who took up the challenge: David Millar (The Evolution of the Penny Stamp 

from 1840), Harry Jackson (Hyderabad 1869 – 1948) and Norman Kelso (Canadian QEII Definitives).  

To complete our programme we held a society dinner, this year at a warmer time than in previous years. 29 of us 

descended upon the Invercarse Hotel on the 15th May.  This was a record number and many of us agreed, as we 

left, that we must repeat this night next year. We have to thank David Millar for an evening that I and others 

found very enjoyable. 

Competition Winners and Distinctions (2013-14)  
DDPS 

One sheet competition: David Millar: “Varieties of Machin Definitives”.  
National & General: Norman Kelso: “Canadian Definitives 1977 to 1982”  
Thematic: Charles Lloyd: “Carriage of Mail by the Railways of Mozambique”  
Postal History: Alan Roy: “The Uniform 4d Post” 
Social Philately: Doug Howkins: “The Spanish Civil War – The Nationalist Issues” 

National  
ASPS Congress 2014 
Sandy Forbes: “The South Australian 2d Surface Printed Issues of 1868 to 1902”. Gold 

    + William Ferris Memorial Trophy for Traditional (non-GB) Pre-1900  
    + The Dr Hirst Bowl for the Best Presentation 

Alan Roy: “The Uniform 4d Post”.  Silver 
Harry Jackson: “The Postage Stamps of Hyderabad 1869 to 1949”. Silver 
Royal Philatelic Society, London 
Francis Podger:  The Tapling Medal 2014 (Awarded for the best paper published in The London Philatelist), 
"Singapore: The Use and Development of Revenue Impressed Stamps",   
Volume 121, pp 344-364, November 2012, and Volume 122, pp 250-261, September 2013. 

International 
MonacoPhil 2013.  
Francis Podger: Invited to display at this distinguished event, as a member of RPSL  
“Singapore Revenue Stamps 1826 – KGV”   
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The Tapling Medal of The Royal Philatelic Society of London 

 
  

    
 

 

 

“The Tapling Medal shall be a silver medal of the 
approved design and shall be awarded for the best 
paper, or Supplement published in The London 
Philatelist dealing with any aspect of philately during 
the relevant period.” 

Francis was presented with the medal at a Dinner in 
London on the 26th June

Finance  

Currently, DDPS is in good financial health. However, our Treasury Stock matures next year and funds held in this 

require reinvestment. Treasury Stock has given us a significant income over several years.  Reinvestment is being 

made before maturity, because the value will decline as we approach that date. This event was used as an 

opportunity to reassess our entire investment portfolio. The Treasurer, with the assistance of a small group, was 

empowered by the AGM to make decisions. Particular thanks go to Dennis Collins for a proposal which should 

continue to produce an income that is much as before.  This was accepted by the Treasurer and the decision 

agreed unanimously by the group.  

You will be pleased to read that once again, our Treasurer recommended to the AGM that the annual subscription 

should not be increased.  Needless to say this was carried unanimously. It is £10 (payable in September, at the 

start of the new session).  

Again, many thanks are due to Robert Duguid for keeping the Society in the black.   

The Exchange Packet  

We are very grateful to David for all his hard work in preparing and administering the Exchange Packet.  

Five Exchange Packets completed their circulation in 2013 and another five neared completion. The level of sales 

was down on the previous year (~16% from ~20%), a percentage which is about normal for club packets these 

days. Sellers support our packet well and David has enough booklets to fill five new packets (with 15 booklets per 

packet) to circulate in the first half of this year.  To maintain this healthy position, he is pleased to receive new 

booklets, and for more members to take the packet. The packet facility benefits members who wish to sell surplus 

material and members looking to buy to fill gaps, or add to a thematic collection.  

Publicity  

One of the more unusual requests was a request in October from an art student, Aimee McCulloch, to attend a 
meeting and take photographs of members. From these she would produce hand-drawn images in the format of a 
postage stamp for her degree project at the Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art.  This is a recognised art-form 
referred to as “Artistamp”. Aimee’s work can be seen on her website, www.aimeemcculloch.com. We thank 
Aimee for her creative work of “Stamp Collectors on Stamps” and wish her future success. Here is an example of 
her work featured in her project: 

http://www.aimeemcculloch.com/
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         © Aimee McCulloch (2014)      © Aimee McCulloch (2014) 

                      Aimee McCulloch        Our President, Alan Roy, for once without an overprint 

 

Colin Campbell, our Publicity Officer continues to provide information prior to, and following our meetings that is 
sent to The Courier. The majority of these pieces have been printed and resulted in a number of enquiries from 
individuals interested in the Society or requesting advice. On rare occasions photographs appear in the paper. 
Having a Society table at ASPS Congress (at Perth) has also kept the flag flying for DDPS.  The support of members 
who man the table at these events is much appreciated. The production of DDPS commemorative covers and 
cards (sold at the table and now on our website) enhances our reputation as an active society.  

Colin deserves congratulations for his effectiveness and our thanks for the considerable effort he puts into ASPS 
Congress. 

The Library  

Our Librarian, David Easson, reports that the borrowing of books is popular with both evening and morning 

members. 

Re-cataloguing of the Library is continuing. As this takes place, fascinating books and associated material are 

being discovered in dusty recesses.  The library stock is between 650 and 700 books, with additions being made 

through donations by members (which are very welcome).  Some purchases have been made and this will 

continue, to strengthen areas in which our stock is thin and there is member interest. As we all know, the cost of 

philatelic books today is high which puts an annual limit on the number of new books we can buy.  If you have a 

title to suggest, please contact David.  

As the cataloguing process approaches completion, attention will turn to the creation of a user-friendly index of 

the books and the format this will use.  Because our website is running smoothly, the index could be placed on 

this (with access restricted to members) or it could be put on discs (one for each member).  Of course, the needs 

of members who do not have a computer will not be overlooked. To give members the maximum value, this 

index would not only contain book titles & authors, but also subjects with cross referencing.   

Morning Meetings  

In the past year, the morning meetings continued to take place on the first
 

Thursday of each month (from 10:00 to 

noon) throughout the year. They attract regular support from a core who attend evening meetings as well and a 

few members who prefer not to venture out on winter nights. The venue is the Art Society’s Rooms but when 

there is an Art Exhibition and the Gallery is unavailable, we use a room at the Methodist Church in West 

Marketgate. Other one-off circumstances may lead to alternative arrangements for particular meetings, details of 

which will be advised ahead of the day. 
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If you know of any retired person who collect stamps or would like to start collecting please direct them to these 

morning meetings. More experienced members are very willing to help newcomers. The exchange of stamps takes 

place and members usually bring along items from their collections to pass round and examine. Free coffee and 

tea are always available. 

The Society’s Web-site  

www.dundeephilatelic.org 

These days a website is important because information for members can be posted on it, to access 

immediately.  It is also the society’s “shop window”, seen around the world. It publicises us and in the internet 

age is a first point of contact for potential members. Norman Kelso (Norrie) continues to put in a considerable 

effort to create a first class asset. I urge anyone who has not visited the site to do so, and do this regularly! 

This year, there has been a design change to add more information and improve functionality (to make it easier 

to find things). Now, you can find minutes of meetings, newsletters, an archive and links to other sites of 

interest. Norrie has added a webmaster analytical facility to analyse usage, which is both useful and interesting. 

Over the 9-month period following its introduction, there were 270 visitors of which 18 per month were new 

visitors. (This implies a wide interest outside our membership.) Furthermore, it is possible to identify the 

visitor’s country and (as might be expected) about 90% are from the UK. 

Norrie plans further refinements. Security will be improved. He will produce a Philatelic Roll of Honour for our 

prize winners.  No doubt there will be more! 

We applaud Norrie for his creativity. The success of the DDPS site has not gone unnoticed by others and led to 

the ASPS accepting Norrie as its new Webmaster. Norrie seeks your views and suggestions. If anyone feels that 

there is anything missing from the site or even if you feel there’s something you don’t like about the site please 

contact Norrie at norman.kelso@btinternet.com  

 
The 2014-15 Programme 

2014  

25th September President’s Night , Francis Podger 

9th October Latin America, Doug Howkins (Dundee & District PS) 

17th & 18th October Scotex, Dewar Centre, Perth* 

23th October Visit from Lanarkshire PS 

  4th November Visit to the Scottish PS (Edinburgh) 

13th November The Great War 1914 – 1918,  Members Evening  

27th November Africa and Adjoining Oceans, James Podger FRPSL (Farnham & District PS) 

11th December One Sheet Competition & Recent Acquisitions – Members’ evening 

2015  

  8th  January Annual Competition – Members’ evening 

22th January British South Africa Company & Early Rhodesia, Alec Steele (Dundee & District DPS) 

29th January Visit to Falkirk PS 

12th February “L” night -  Members’ evening 

19th February Visit to Arbroath PS 

26th February Jamaica, Colin Caskie (Perth PS) 

10th March Visit to Edinburgh PS 

12th March Visit from the Postcard Club of Tayside 

http://www.dundeephilatelic.org/
mailto:norman.kelso@btinternet.com
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19th March Visit to Aberdeen PS 

26th March Letters from the Eastern Seas, Iain Dyce FRPSL (The Caledonian PS) 

9th April British Postal Stationery, George Lewthwaite (Dundee & District PS) 

17th & 18th April ASPS Congress, at The Dewar Centre, Perth* 

23rd April AGM 

7th May Society Annual Dinner 

 
*These are not a part of the DDPS meetings programme and are open to all collectors. They are included here for your 

convenience.   

Note: The Dundee Philatelic Week-end held at the Queen’s Hotel is a biennial event and will not be held in 2014.  The next 

time it is due to be held is in October 2015 

This year we have a full programme: 7 individual displays (4 by Dundee members and 3 by visitors), 2 societies 

(Lanarkshire Philatelic Society and the Postcard Club of Tayside) will visit us, we will visits 5 philatelic societies (The 

Scottish, Falkirk & District, Arbroath, Edinburgh and Aberdeen) and there will be 4 members’ nights. The year is 

rounded off with the AGM and our Society Annual Dinner.   

Thanks are due to our President, Francis Podger for persuading two visitors to come, one of whom is his brother 

James who lives 500 miles away.  I expect he is the visitor who will have travelled the furthest in the history of the 

club to give a display.  We are indebted to Doug and George for volunteering and to Dennis for putting the society 

in touch with Alec again. 

I am sure that this year will be interesting for everyone. We travel the world before returning to the UK at the end 

of the year.   

It is our tradition that the President presents a display at the first meeting of the year. Our new President, Francis 

Podger, will be showing us part of his prize-winning Singapore collection. As we know from delicious tasters, this 

has many facets, notably Revenues.  However, this time Francis will be showing postal stationery incoming to 

Singapore from around the world. Incoming mail was a topic that his father, Christopher, presented as part of his 

display on Cyprus, which we greatly enjoyed. In researching for this newsletter I came across a booklet entitled 

“The Podgers Entertain: a view from the islands: Cayman Islands, Cyprus and Singapore” on the internet. It was a 

48 page booklet published by the Royal Philatelic Society on the 15th April 2010 for a display given by Francis, 

James & Christopher.  The show is now on tour. (Well, at least, it is coming to Dundee)! This year Francis and 

James will entertain us, as Christopher did last year.  

Iain Dyce’s interest, Letters from the Eastern Seas, is in the same geographic region but different in scope and 

covers a wider area (if we consider Francis featuring Singapore as the destination rather than the World as a 

whole, its origin).  I am not going to second guess what Iain will bring. What I can anticipate is excellent and rarely 

seen material expertly presented! 

Moving westwards we arrive at Africa.  Alec Steele last presented his specialist collection of the British South 

Africa Company / Rhodesia to DDPS in 1976.  It was a night of wonderment for your Secretary because it was his 

first meeting and he was treated to a display of great rarities and colonial tales of pioneer philately, such as 

unexpected fires resulting in “loss” of stock, native rebellions, unauthorised printings, etc. I’m sure those who see 

it will be as inspired as I was 38 years ago! Without a doubt Alec will have added more gems (rare stamps and 

postal history) in the intervening years.   

Africa and Adjoining Oceans is the specialisation of James Podger. James has award winning collections of the 

classic era. He is recognised internationally as an authority on the Caymans who has written key articles on the 
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colony’s stamps and displayed widely. He (along with Francis) was one of the members of The Royal Philatelic 

Society of London invited to put on a display at MonacoPhil 2013.  For Dundee he has chosen to bring material 

from our former West African colonies and those tiny mid-Atlantic island colonies (which today we call overseas 

dependencies) – St Helena & Ascension.  As we know from his father’s and his brother’s collections, not only can 

we look forward to entertainment, but also some fascinating surprises.  

Remaining in the Caribbean, we find Britain’s largest West Indian ex-colony, Jamaica, which is Colin Caskie’s 

specialisation. This island has a long and interesting philatelic heritage. It claims to have the earliest British colonial 

post office (1671) and began using (British) postage stamps in 1855 before introducing its own in 1860.  Pictorial 

stamps appeared in 1900 and we are familiar with the striking colonial era pictorials.  From these designs, we see 

a tropical paradise but the island has the misfortune to lie on a major tectonic fault-line which resulted in the total 

destruction of the capital, Kingston Town, by an earthquake, fire and tsunami in 1907. The outcome can be seen 

on postal material. There are about 200 minor earthquakes a year, with a catastrophic one expected at any time.  

Finally, our travel westward reaches Latin America.  Members will have seen parts of Doug Howkins’ collection 

and enjoyed the philately of Cuba, Spain (during the civil war) and the likes, expertly explained by Doug.  Latin 

America is a region that is not as widely collected in the UK as perhaps it should be.  Certainly, the countries that 

make up the region have complex and interesting histories that will be reflected in their stamps. As you know, not 

only will Doug explain political aspects but also describe the culture, a talent that has in previous presentations 

made for a most enjoyable and enlightening evening. 

This year, the final individual presenter is George Lewthwaite.  It will be good to see British Postal Stationery 

presented as a full display.  I anticipate we will see how it has developed with an authoritative explanation from 

George.  I expect that all of us have one or two pieces though some will have many more. It will be very interesting 

to see how these fit into a broader context.  George’s display ought to cause us to examine postal stationery items 

more carefully when we come across them, since their acquisition would broaden and could well improve our own 

general collections.                

A 2 : 5 ratio for home and away Society visits might, at first sight, appear to be out of balance.  However, in reality 

we are overdue to make return visits to some societies.  Society visits to Dundee are always welcome for reasons 

mentioned already. Society visits which expose us to excellent material displayed by experts from other societies 

works because there is a mutual willingness of members to exchange visits.  These exchanges help to maintain a 

sense of community between philatelists, who as individuals are members of particular local societies but also 

belong to a national brotherhood of philatelists. 

Three of our members’ participation nights are regular features in the programme and need little explanation. The 

one sheet competition brings out creativity, in imagination and in serious study. This event is coupled with recent 

acquisitions and produces suitable end to the first part of our philatelic year.  The evening is made all the more 

enjoyable with the presence of seasonal food and drink.  The Christmas break allows us all to focus on the DDPS 

annual competitions that follow on the 8th January.  Although, some members do use the opportunity to test the 

water for intended entries in the ASPS Congress, other members enjoy partial-adherence to the rules to create 

displays for their own enjoyment and that of others (in a non-competitive spirit). This year we reach the letter L in 

the alphabet and L-night. You are invited to display sheets or items starting with this letter. There is plenty of 

scope.  A quick Google shows that most counties stating with L are small or not in the mainstream of collecting – 

Lesotho, Luxemburg, Laos, Latvia, etc. However, the Postal Museum Philatelic Glossary is more helpful – Labels, 

Last Day Covers, Lettercards, Local Stamps, Luftpost, etc. I look forward to seeing a Trinidad “5c Lady  McLeod” (on 

cover of course) but dread the presentation of the display “Examples of line perforations from p10 through to p16, 
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including ¼, ½, and ¾ values”. Thematic displays, as always, are possible – lions, Lepidoptera, ladybirds, etc. Then 

there are the fertile minds of some members who contrive to create other subjects linked more loosely to L. 

This year, the centenary of the outbreak of the First World War, it is appropriate to hold a members’ evening with 

this as its theme, The Great War 1914 – 18. As a consequence of the war, the effect on postal services has become 

a specialist area – censorship, field post offices, war-tax, POW mail, patriotic cards, overprints for campaigns or 

occupied lands, to mention a few.  Members are invited to bring family memorabilia, although our Treasurer 

(Robert) suggests we draw the line at unexploded ordnance.            

 

The Dundee Commemorative Cover 

Over many years the Society has produced illustrated commemorative covers (initially envelopes but more 

recently postcards) which have been popular.  For their subject we identify a significant event which has a Dundee 

connection.  (The last cover was produced in 2012 to mark the centenary of Scott’s final expedition to the 

Antarctic.  He sailed there in the Dundee built Terra Nova.)  Colin Campbell has responsibility for these covers and 

has to select a subject that appeals to collectors in Tayside and beyond to recoup the considerable production 

cost.  An additional complication is avoiding duplication.  E.g. The Ryder Cup has already been bagged by others. 

Obviously this is done with care.  At present we do not have a postcard planned for this year, but you never know! 

In 2010 the Society issued a card that marked the 50th anniversary of Congo independence. There is a significant 

Dundee connection. The creation of the Belgian Congo as a Belgian colony owes much to a great man who would 

become MP for Dundee, E. P. Morel.  A number of our cards were signed by his successor, Jim McGovern MP. 

Morel’s opposition to the war in 1914 and call for a just peace was a major reason why he was adopted as the 

Labour candidate in 1918. On the 13th September 2013, Jim McGovern tabled an Early Day Motion at Westminster 

calling upon the Government to create a memorial to Morel in tribute to his championing of human rights in the 

Congo. This poses the question, about the wider impact of our covers!   

Finally 

Thanks are due once more to Colin for setting up and printing the syllabus. It the past few years we have enjoyed 

George Lewthwaite’s articles on aspects of Dundee’s philately. This year we have turned to our senior honorary 

member, Dennis Collins. Over many years, Dennis has monitored the sale of mail recovered after the Tay Bridge 

Disaster to identify these and create a unique database. In many sales items are described as “one of eight (or ten) 

only”.  Dennis has recorded a total of fourteen! He asks the question, are there others waiting to be discovered?      

It just remains to wish you a good collecting season and we look forward to seeing you at Francis’ display on 

September 25th.  

Charles Lloyd 

Secretary 
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THE TAY BRIDGE DISASTER MAIL 
 
Dennis F Collins FRPSL 
 
This year will see the 135th anniversary of the Tay Bridge Disaster when, during a dreadful storm, the train from 
Burntisland to Dundee fell into the Tay with the loss of 59 known lives. The disaster occurred shortly after 7.15 
p.m. on Sunday 28th December 1879. Last December memorials listing the 59 names were erected at Riverside 
Drive, Dundee and beside Wormit Bay. 

 

The philatelic interest is in the mail carried on the train. There were six mailbags but only two were recovered and 
very few covers now exist. The two bags were washed ashore at Broughty Ferry and recovered that same evening. 
They were taken to Miss Barclay, the Postmistress of Brought Ferry, who immediately sent a telegram to Mr Gibb, 
the Postmaster at the Head Post Office1, Dundee, that two mailbags had been found. He sent a cab to collect them 
and they reached the Head Post Office that same evening in time for some to have an arrival mark of "Dundee D" 
applied to the back of the envelope. Some were dry, probably from the centres of tied bundles of mail, but many 
were wet with either stamps floated off or addresses smudged or part washed off. Those that were wet were 
dried and all were forwarded as soon as possible. Of the fourteen I have noted, seven were for Dundee addresses, 
one for West Newport, one for St Andrews and five for Aberdeen. 

Our late member Cecil W. Meredith, FRPSL, who died in 1971, made a study of the Disaster mail and found seven 
in all, two of which were in his collection.  Over the years, never having possessed one, I have noted from auction 
catalogues, articles and advertisements in the philatelic press a further seven making a total of fourteen......so far!  

There may well be others, for as recently as 2012 one was found in an old collection and auctioned in Edinburgh. 

I have prepared a Table of these fourteen items and I seek additions and corrections to it. As the photographs I 
have seen are almost all of fronts there are blanks for marks on the backs. I would like to think that there must be 
a number of these items in Scotland. 

It is interesting to note that the covers from Banff, Elgin and Forres to Aberdeen did not go direct to Aberdeen by 
the shorter route of The Great North of Scotland Railway but by the considerably longer route of The Highland 
Railway via Inverness to Edinburgh  before being returned to the north. 

The two Fife covers would have gone across the Tay, no doubt, by the normal ferry, mail for St Andrews from 
Edinburgh ( the Paisley item number 14), being routed via Burntisland and Dundee (The Forth Bridge not opening 
until 1890). 

In the table, the items of mail are in alphabetical order of place date stamp and where the writer has a 

photograph of the item, “P” appears alongside the number in the first column.

                                                           
1
 At this time the Head Post Office was in Albert Square, where the Courier Building now stands. 
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The Tay Bridge Disaster Mail  

 

 Datestamp Postage Forwarding /  

Arrival mark 

Addressee Reference Remarks 

1.P BANFF 
D / DE27 / 79 

1
d
 Red ------ Mrs Begbie 

Dundee 
 
 
Hopkins 

Ink note on front.  

“Slightly wetted but sufficiently to loosen the adhesive …. so that it had 
crushed up badly.” 

BANFF appears as BANPP on the date-stamp. 

2.- BANFF 
A / DE28 / 79 

----- ABERDEEN 
D / DE29 / 79 
(on back) 

Mrs Thomson 
Aberdeen 

Hopkins 
 

Granville 

“The letter has obviously been under water and the writing has run so badly 
as to be almost illegible.”  

Letter written by the Rev Thomson to his mother. 

BANFF may appear as BANPP on the date-stamp. 

3.- BIRMINGHAM 
4.30 / DE27 / 79 

½
d
 PSPC ------ Dundee Hopkins 

Argyle Etkin 

“Much evidence of immersion.”  

London Philatelist Sept 2004, offered at £2500. 

The only postcard. 

4.P CARLISLE 
DU / DE28 / 79 
duplex 165 

2 x ½
d
 DUNDEE 

D / DE / 28 / 79 
(on back) 

William Scott 
Broughty Ferry 

 
Hopkins 
 
 
Robson Lowe 
P H Auction 
29

th
 Mar 1973 

Cavendish Auction 
24

th
 Oct 1998 

Granville 

Pencil note on front. 
“as … no signs of immersion it must have been protected by having been in 
the middle of a tied bundle.” 

 
 
 
 
Estimate £1200. Realised £1100 + premium = £1265. 

Proved arrival mark as D / DE / 28 / 79 

5.P EDINBURGH 
2X / DE28 / 79 
duplex 131 

1
d
 Red --------- George Reid 

Aberdeen 

 

The Scotsman 
17

th
 Sept 1985 

Note on front. 

“… discovered in the office” by a descendant of the addressee. 

Apparently sold by Scotia Philately Ltd. 
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6.P ELGIN 
H / DE27 / 79 
duplex 133 

1
d
 Red -------- The Union Bank 

of Scotland 
Aberdeen 

 

The Herald  
30

th
 Jan 1989 

Gibbons Auction 
15

th 
-17

th 
Feb 1989 

Spink Auction 
8

th
 Jul 2004 

Dundee Courier 
10

th
 Jul 2004 

Note on front. 

 

Estimated £2000. 

 
Estimated £1500 to £2000. 

Reported sold at £2400 to “a collector from the Far East.” 
“The reverse … shows clearly the impression of the next letter in the 
bundle including part of the postage stamp used on that letter.” 

7.P FORRES 
D / DE27 / 79 
duplex 145 

1
d
 Red ABERDEEN 

D / DE29 / 79 
Aberdeen Granville 

 

Grosvenor Auction 
Dec  2010 

There is another 1
d
 Red “(cancelled by what may be part of a Scottish 

numeral) adhering to the back, presumably washed off another letter.”  

The photograph is of the back only. 

This may be the same addressed to “…..Commission Merchants / 
Aberdeen” but with no reference to any stamp on the back otherwise the 
details are the same. 

The photograph is of the front only. 

 Estimated £1800 to £2000. Realised £2300. 

8. - GLASGOW 
ON / DE27 / 79  

1
d 

Red -------- Dundee Hopkins “This envelope has been badly soaked, and the adhesive which is a Penny 
Red, Plate 209, has become misplaced.” 

9.P LIVERPOOL 
FX / 27DE /79 /7 
duplex 4 - - 

Stamp 
washed off 

-------- D B Hendry 
Dundee 

 

Hopkins 
P.J.G.B. Mar 1968 

Cavendish Auction 
26

th
 Sept 1997 

Red pencil note on front. 
 “… considerable evidence of wetting.” 

Article illustrated with C.W.Meredith’s two covers (Nos. 9 and 12 in this 
table). 

Included plans, a piece of girder. PPCs, original newspapers, etc. 
Estimated £2000.    Realised £1800. 

10.P LONDON E.C. 
4 / DE27 / 79 
duplex 97 

1
d
 Red -------- Messrs. 

Sommerville & Co 
Dundee 

 
Robson Lowe 
8

th
 July 1977 

Cavendish Auction 
5

th
 Dec 1992 

Piggin’s Auction  
Feb 1993 

Red ink note on front. 
Estimated £70. Realised £75. 

 
Estimated £700. 

 
Estimated £1500. 
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11.P LONDON E.C. 
6 / DE27 / 79 
duplex 
(number cannot 
be identified) 

1
d
 Red ------- Jas. Keiller & Son 

Dundee 
 

Robert Murray 
Auction  
6

th
 Feb 2012 

 

Article by Norman 
Watson in the 
Dundee Courier 

18
th

 Feb 2012  

Note on front. 

It bears a penny red which could never have been originally on the 
envelope, but could have been floated off another and then have adhered 
to this one on drying. The lower right corner of the envelope back shows a 
mark where a stamp may have been against it and, a mirrored Charleroi 
(Belgium) cancel of 26

th
 December. 

Estimated £1000. Realised £800. 

12.P LONDON 
AB / 27DE / 79 
duplex 

Impressed 1
d
   

+  1
d
 Red 

NEWPORT – 
FIFE  
A / DE 28 / 79 
thimble 

Mrs Hugh Scott 
West Newport 
Dundee 

P.J.G.B. Mar 1968 Pencil note on front. 

Refer to the image of this cover. 

The arrival date is indistinct. It appears to be 28, but surely it must be 29 
with NEWPORT A for the first delivery and the delay factor?   

13.P OAKHAM 
D / DE26 / 79 
duplex 587 

1
d
 Red 

 

Ms 1
d
 for 

redirection 

ELGIN 
H / DE27 / 79 
thimble on back 

ELGIN 
K / DE27 / 79 
thimble on front 

Mrs Cooper 
Elgin 

 
redirected to 
Aberdeen 

 

Cavendish Auction 
11

th
 Sept 1999 

Pencil note on front. 

Estimate £800. Realised £1400. 

14 PAISLEY 
U / DE27 / 79 

Stamp 
washed off. 

-------- St Andrews 

Hopkins 

Pencil note on front. 

Stated to be from BRIDGE OF WEIR. 
“This cover was well soaked and was quite open as all traces of gum had 
been washed away.” 

 

Footnotes: 

1.  Acknowledgement is made to the various authors and auctioneers listed in the Remarks column for the photographs and information in that column. 

2.  References are to: a) A E Hopkins. A History of Wreck Covers, 3rd Edition (1967) Robson Lowe Ltd., London, pages 116 to 120 

   b) F Granville. The Tay Bridge Disaster, Sunday 28th December 1879, (magazine unidentified) page 376. 
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        LETTER NUMBER 4       LETTER NUMBER 6 

 

 

                   

     LETTER NUMBER 7        LETTER NUMBER 9 
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          LETTER NUMBER 11   Mirrored CHARLEROI offset on reverse from next cover  LETTER NUMBER 12 

 

                      

        LETTER NUMBER 13       The Tay Bridge Disaster Memorial on Riverside Drive, Dundee, unveiled on 

the 27th December 2013:  The replacement railway bridge can be seen behind these 

stones. 


